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ABSTRACT 

Califor.nia · ··~ 
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' ~ 
A methane-filled expansion cloud cham~er, operated at 1/3 atmos.:. ! 

phere, was ased to study the c12 + p - p +- 34 reaction. Two hundred events l 
that satisfied mo;,entum and energy conservation were .accepted for analysieJ 

. . . . . . . ' . . !! 
One hundred t~'rty-eight of these had all four prongs visible; the remain~ng ~· 

.fifty-two h~d only three visibie prongs with the fourth prong directed' into an ;, 
' . . ~ 

.· invisible region of the chamber. One-quarter of the events proceeded via Ul<! 
8' . - . ' . . 8* . . . : 

B.e ground state and at least one -half via the 2. 9- Mev level in. Be ; possibly 

highe~ 'levels in Be 8 were also involved. Evidence for the participation of .: 

levels in c12 at 9. 6, 16, 20, and 25 Mev was found. There is evi.d'ence that , 

the c1
; (p, o.) B 9 reaction also partitipates, with levels at 0 and 3. z ± 1. 0 '" 

Mev. The ·possibility of the c12 
i- p- Li5 + Be8 reaction was investigated 

and it was conch1ded that it could account for at most five percent 0.£ the events, 
13 . 

At least one example of the C (p, d) 3o. reaction was seen. 

( 
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THE MECHANISM OF THE REACTION c12 + p .- p + 3<1 A"!' 29 MEV 

John L. Need* 

Radiation Laboratory 
University of California~ Berkeley, California 

May 1955 

.. 
INTRODUCTION 

One of the first successful at'lalyees of a nuclear reaction i~ which 

the re~ction products consisted of more than two part.iclee was that o£ Dee 

·. and Gil be"-rt1 explaining the alpha-particle energy spectrum from B
11 {p, o.) Be 8 . 

Three alpha particles are produced in thi,s reaction. For ~ bombarding et'lergy 

of 200 kv the energy spectrum of the alpha particles can be divided into three 

groups: 2 (a) a homogeneous group, which contains about one percent of the 

alpha particles, at 5. 7 Mev, (b) a broad group a.t 3. 85 Mev, and (c) a con-

tinuous distribution extending from low energies to about 5 Mev, which con

. tains roughly twice as many particles as Group 2. 

These were interpreted by Dee and Gilbert as due to: (a) the reaction 

B11 (p, a.) Be8 • vJi.th the Be8 formeCl in the ground state, (b) the reaction 
11 · s• s• - . · . ··~ · . · 

B (Po p.) Be· with the Be left ir. a state ofexcitation at Z. 8 Mev. (Th.e 
I 

width of Group 2, 0. 51 Mev full width at ha.H tr;aximup."l, corresponds to a width 

of 0 .. 77 Mev fer this exeited state), (c) the breakup of the excited Be8 nuclei, 

Be
8 - 2a.. I 

In 1949 1 ~ni, .Telegdi, and zllnti3 observed three-prong stars in 

nuclear emulsions that had ·been exposed to the -y-ra.ys from p:cotons on lithium. 

They determined the eum of the energies of the three prongs for each event 

(Et}' assuming them to be alpha particles. The distribution in Et showe.d two 
peaks, one at 7. 5 Mev and the other at 10.1 Mev. These values are in agree

meut with the kno-wn energies of 17.6 and 14.8 Mev for the lithium )'-rays and 

the value of 7. 4 Mev for the Q .of the c 12 ('y, 3G.) reaction. These stars were 

therefore identified as being due to this reaction produced in the carbon present 

in the emulsion. 

*Now at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tennessee. 
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The energy spectrum of the alpha particles from the stars due to the 

17. 6-Mev y-ray showed a continuum that went to 5. 3 Mev and showed a. marked 

peak at 4. 7 Mev. This spectrum is similar to that obtained by Dee and Gilbert 

from the reaction B11 + p - 3a.. The ana{ysis was carried out in the s~me 
fashion and yielded similar results, i.e., a two-step process. in which the 

first step is a c12 ('v, a.) Be8* reaction wher·e the .Be8* nucleus is left with an 
' . 8* 

excitation energy of 3. 0 Mev, and the second the breakup of. the :Be into two 

.filpha particles. They alao noted stars that were interpreted as going through 
8 . 

the ground state of Be . . 

Following thisf rrany experin1entel"S 4 -ll have investigated the 

c12 
(y, 3o.) reaction at y-energies up tp 300 Mev. Their results can be sum

marized as follows: 

Energy .Depei'ldence of the Cross Section. S-S, lO, 11 The cross section 

as a function of eneTgy shows two lat'ge peaks at y-energiee of 19 and 29 Mev, 

with a ma·rked minimum at 21 Mev. No ·events have been observed at energies 

above 42 Mev. Examination of some 2~ 500 stars gives evidence that the two 

peaks are formed by the superposition of narrow resonances spaced at about 

1-Mev intervals. The strongest of these lie at y-energies of 17. 3. 18. 3. 21.9, 

2.4. 3, 26. 5 • .a:nd 29.4 Mev. The prez~nce of these multiple resonances and 
. . ' 

the strong minimurr: in the region of the giant (y, n) l·esonance .. suggest a def-
. 't d 1 t" • 8 . 1n1 e compoun. -nuc eua reac ton, 

. 4-10 .. 6 h . Reactton Mechanism. At an energy of 17. · Mev t e reactton pro-

ceeds predominantly via the 3. 0-Mev level in Be
8 * with about two percent 

going via the ground .. state. This preference for the 3. 0-Mev excited level 

holds true for y-energi,es below about 19 Mev. For· stars due to 'f:-energies 

greater than 26 Mev the reaction seems to proceed via either. the ground state 
. 8 . . 8* 
m Be (12 percent) or one of three levels tn Be , at 16.9, 17. ~. or 16.4 Mev, 

with the 16.9-Mev level px~edominating. This level has J:: 2 and even parity, 

and is possibly the analogue of the Li8 and B 8 ground states with is~topic spin 

T~l. 

In the region between 19 and 26 Mev the r."lechanism of ~he reaction 

is uncertain. The proportion of events that go via the ground state of Be 8 in

creases with energy from about 5 percent to 18 percent in this region. Those 

events which go via the 3. 0-Mev level in Be8 can ~ccount for at most one-third 

of the events. It may be that higher levels in·Be8 are involved, or possibly 

even three-particle breakup in the remainde:~;. of the events. The present data 
~ ··~ 

are inconclusive on this point. 
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. The breakup of c 12 
into three alpha particles has al!JO been initiated 

by neutrons. Aoki 12 noted three-prong stars in a met1lane-f~ll~d cloud charrlber . 
exposed to Li i· D neutrons. Their total energies were ill. agreement with the 

assumption of the reaction c 12 
(n, n'} 3o.. Most of the stars showed a random 

distribution of energy among the prongs, but there were S,ome that had two 

short prongs and the other quite long. These have since been interpreted aa 
8 . 

events that went through the Be ground level. 

11). 1949, G:~.·een and Gibson l3 exposed nuclear emulsions to n.eutrons 

from deut•e:rons on lithium and obse.rved three~prong stars. At the energies 

available the two poa aible reactions were .... 

14 7 
N + n - Li ·I' 2o. - 8. 8 Mev, 

+ n- n' + 3CI. - 7. 4 Mev. 

The stars were analyzed to obtain the energies of the incident and scatterE:d 

neutrons. The observations were suffit:iently accurate to eliminate the pos
sibility of the nitrogen reaction, and the st.ara were therefore identified as 

being due to the c 12 (np n1 ) 3c. reaction. 

The data of Green and Gibson were analyzed further by Livesey and 

Smith, 9 who found that the energy spectrum of the inelastically scattered neu-
. 12 

trons showed two peaks corresponding to energy levels in C at 9. 6 and 11. 8 

Mev. Those events which appeared to go via the 9. 6-Mev level in c 12 
were 

all consistent with the assumption that they involved the groun,d state of Be 8 . 

The events t.hat corresponded to the 11. 8-Mev level in C 
12 

went via the broad 
. ·. 8* 

3. 0-Mev level in Be . 

In this experiment methane was bombarded with 32 -Mev protons to. 

study the c 12 
+ p ~ p + 3e reaction. It was expected that many of the above

mentioned features of the reaction mechanism would show up in the work. An 

investigation of this reaction is made difficult by the presenc~ of three com

peting reactions. which y~eld the same end products and thus give the same 

appearance in a cloud chamber. The three possible reactions are 

12 12* 8 
C (p, p 1

) C - Be + a. - 3e, (1) 

8 
- Be + p - p t 2a., {2) 
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12 .5) 8 C (p, Lt Be - p + 3o.. (3) 

Reaction (1) is suggested as parallel to the c 12 (y. 3o.) and c 12 
(n, n') 3«! 

reactions in which c 12 is formed in an excited state as an intermediate nucleus. 

The first step of Reaction (2} has been. identified at a bombarding energy of 

18 Mev. 
14 

Peaks in the alphaj""particle spectrum corresponding to the ground 

amd first excited levels of B 9 w,ere seeno together with a large background of 

alpha particles at low energies. Reaction (3) is included as being energetically 

possible. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

The cloud chamber was operated in the annex of the linear acceler

ator building. The p.r<)ton beam from the linear accelerator was deflected 10° 

by .the steering magnet and sent down a 25-foot eva~uate~ tube to.the chamber. 

The last 10 feet of the beam tube was made of soft iron pipe with a . . 2-inch out

side diameter and 0. Z5-inch walls. This was done so that the beam diameter 

was not greatly increased through deflection and momentum analysis of the beam 
\ 

by the fringing field of the Helmholtz u;ils.. A 0. 001-inch alu<ninum thin. wirAdow ~ 

covered the end of the beam tube •. An air ionization chamber wae placed be- l 
tween the end of the beam tube and the cloud chamber to permit the operator 

to adjust the mac'hine for maximum b·eam intensity between pictures.· Three 

collimators were used: the four-jaw collimator at the exit e11d of the linear 

accelerator; a carbon ,collimator with a diameter of 0.1 inch, placed at the 

exit of the steering magnet; and a carbon collimator of 1/8-inch diameter at 

a distance of 15 feet along the beam tube, shadowed by a carbon clipper of 

5/32-inch diameter placed 1 foot away. The four-jaw collimator was used to 

limit the intensity of the beam entering the chamber. The carbon collimators 

defined the beam direction and diameter. 

The ai'r-cooled Helmholtz coils produced a peak Held of 6870 gauss 

. with a current of 2200 amperes when used in pulsed operation. Current was 

supplied by a 540--'l~w minesweeper generator with a 2-ton flywheel mounted 

between the motor and generator. The current pulse, synchronized with the 

cloud-chan~ber cycle 9 had a rise time of 2-1/2. seconds and remained stationary 

at its peak for about 0. 2 second. A cycle time of about 2. minutes was used. 

This limit waa imposed by the maximum temperature at which the magnet 

could be safely operated. 
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The cloud chamber was generally cylindrical in tJhape and was oper

ated with its axis of rotation horizontal. It consisted o£ front and back volumes 
• • 

.. of 15-inch inside diameter, the .front volume being 4 inches hi.gh and the back 

volume 5 inches. The beam entered the chamber through a thin window of 

0. 001-inch aluminum. Front and back volur11es were sepa-rated by a lucite · 

piston sealed by a diaphragm of 1/32-:inch gum rubber. Pantograph arms 

were used to keep the pistOD parallel to the front glass duril\g the ex:Pansion. 

Black velvet over a cheese~loth pad covered the piston on the. front volume 

side. This was ilsed as a ·b.l:ack background for the photograp9-y and as a wick 

to supply water vapor to the top ot the chamber. A clearing field was main ... 

tained between the piston and a grid of 3-rnU tungsten wire mounted on a lucite 

spacing ring just back of the front glass. Fiducial marks of known s.t;pa.ration 

were scribed on the inside o£ the front glass. 

Since it wa$ del!llired 1;o operate at a total pressure of about 1/3 atmos.

_phere. a cylindrical tank was put over the pop valve and evacuated before 

each expansion. The back-voll.lme air pressure was controlled. .by a Moore 

regulator using a vacuum as the reference pressure. Slow expansions were 

?btained by the use of a solenoid valve which simultaneous! y conm~cted the 

back volume to the vacuurh tank and turned off the back .. volume ail· sp:pply. 

Stereopairs were taken on Eastman Linagraph Ortho film with a matched 

pair of Wollensalt Velostig·mat 127 -.mm lenses operated at f/8. Illumination 

was by means of t·~-o General Electric .FT422 flash tubes. Each tube \vas con

nected across a 256-mierofarad capicator bank which was charged by a 2000-

vo~t power supply. 

The linear a~celerator was operated at a repetition rate of 15 pulses 

per s.econd. Each pulse was 600 JJ.Sec long. Synchronization with the .cloud 

chamber equipment was effected by means of the linear accelerator equiprr!ent 

pulse, which preceded the beam by about 20 f.!Sec. The cloud chamber control 

sequence operated the magnetic field, fast-e~'P~u1sion,- clearing field, and lights. 

The timing of the fast part of this sequence was recorded on paper tape with 

marks for chamber bottom equipment pulse and lights. The beam was brought 
•, 

into the chamber four ~illiseconds after the piston hit bottom and the lights 

were flashed 33 milliseconds after the beam. At the end of the fast sequence 

the linear accelerator beam was turned on to permit the operator to adjust 

for maximum beam. A pneumatically operated lead shutter prevented the 

beam from entering the chamber during this time. Two slow expansions were 

_used. followed by a waiting period of 50 seconds until the beginning of the next 

cycle. 
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·ANA . .LYSIS OF THE DATA 

After development, the film was scanned under e. high .. power s'*ereo• 

scopic viewer, and all events that appeared to consist of three or more con-. 

current tracks were Hated. A sketch of the appearance of each event was 

made. The film was then put in the projection apparatus, which. duplicated 

the geornetry of the C&l)1era optics and produced :full-sized images o£ the tracks 

on a tra~slucent screen. 

MeasurenJents wet"e made o£ dip angle, azimuthal angle, and range 

.or slant :r:aditt·S of curvature for each track of the selected events. A correction 

was applied. fo.r the change in azimuth as the beam traversed the chamber. 

Density of ioni2:ation and <::haracteristic endings were used to identify the· par

tides. The errors in each type of measurement were investig~ted; a . .co~nplete 
.... , . . . 15 . . 
discus.sion can be fotmd elsewhere. · All the selected events were read twice, 

. . 
and wheJ:e, discrepanciefil greater than the ei<pected errors were n0ted, tile 

filr.o was read a third time. 

The measured ·data, the assumed identity, the magnetic field, and 
. . 15 Q • . 

the range-energy relation for the gas were U$ed to calculate the energy and 

the rectangular components of momentum fpr each prong of the selected events. 

Also, the errtlrs in these quantitiei5 were calculated by propagation of the errors 

of measaremtH''t, assu:ming the latter to be independer~t. The error calculation 

was done to obtain a quantitative acceptance crit~rion for the events. 

Each event read was identified as a three-, four-, or five-prong event 

accordin.g to the number of visible prongs. ln order to separate those events 

caused by the c
12 

(p, p') 3o. reaction from all the three-, fou.r-, and five-prong . . 

events reads the following identificatioi'i procedure was. used. The events of 

interes·~ coriei.st o£ four prongs; one (the proton) is lightly ionizing an.d tl)e other 

three (the alpha pa.:rti~Zles) have mueh greater ionizing power. Furthermore, 

th.e total energy of the event is e.qual to the beam energy leas the r~a-ction en- ·. 

erg)!, and the total momentum is equal to the inCident momentum.•.':, Of course 

partiCle identification may sometimes be uncertain because of chamber con-· 

dition or becau.se the prong has a range of less than about 3 em. 

There we1·e seven five-prong events consisting of a proton and four 

alpha particles, which were ·i-dentified as examples of the o 16 (p, p') 4tl re

action in the oxygen present in the water vapor. The total prong energies of 

each of these events (""' 14 Mev) \•.rere conaistent with the identification. and 

the momentum balance was satisfactory. The alpha prongs were short, about 
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3 to 4 em, so that one could easily be hidd$n by the opaque region of the beam. 

Therefore, those four-prong events which did not balance in longitudinal mo

mentum and for which the total energy was about 14 Mev had to be investigated 

for the possibility that they were in fact oxygen events with the fifth prong 

hidden by the beam. 

Among the four ... prong events there were some that did not have the 

proper appearance. They had two lightly ionizing prongs. These events were 

investigated in the high-power Gtereoscopic viewer, and most of them were 

identified as the overlap of two elastic p·C scatt~ra. In the five remaining 

events, one of the two lightly ionizing prongs was discarded and the event was 

calculated as a. three-prong event. Subsequent calculations disposed of three 

o:f them. 

The remainder of the four-prong events. 211 in all, were tested for 
. ll 

energy and momentum 'balance to determine whether they were the C · (p, p•) 3a. 

reaction. Where the identification of one or more prongs of an event was in 

doubt, that choice of identity was made which gave three alphas and one proton 

together with the smalleet deviation !rom momentum balance. F'u.rthermore, 
. . 

if the momentum balance could be improved.l:>y interchanging the pa.rticle: i-• . 
dentities of two oi the pros1gs of an event, it was done. All the identities ob

tained by this requirement of best mon"'.entum balance were checked in the 

high-power stereoscopic viewer by another observer, and if the ionization did 

not check with the identity chosen, the event was not accepted. Only two events 

where the identity of two ptu•ticles had been interchanged were accepted. Of 
. ' 

those events where the initial particle identification was uncertain, eight were 

accepted. 

Of the 211 events with four prongs viaible that were assumed to be 

carbon e~ents, 135 were accepted after the first balance. The remainder of 

the events were examined to see if any of them could be identified as oxygen 

events. A fifth prong was fabricated which balanced the momentum. The re

quirements for acceptance as aa oxygen event were that this p:rong be directed 

into an invisible portion of the chamber and that the total energy of the event 

be about 14 Mev. Ten events mf:)t these requirements. The total number of 

o::;cygen events ( 17) is in agrt::ement with the number expected from the amount 

of oxygen present in the chamber. 

One event was identified as a C 13 (p, d) 34 reaction. The deuteron 

track had a. radius of curvature equal to that of the beam, but with a density 

of ionization three times that of a beam proton. When it was identified as a 

•• l 

• 
l 
~ 

<, 

J 
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C 12 event, the total energy was greater than the beam energy; but when it was 

identified as a C 13 event, the tot~l, energy was correct. Two other events we~e 
identified as possibly due to this reaction. 

Those events left over. i.e., those nQt identified, were re-examined. 

under the high-power stereoscopic viewer with the data cards at hand.· More 

detail was visible in the viewer than was visible on the projector because a 
. .~? 

greater intensity of illumination was avai19-ble. Each event Wa.s e:xan•ined 
. . ' ' 

carefully to ·see if any reason could be found either to discard it or to adjust 

the data so that it would become acceptable. These reasons included exces· 

s-ive turbulence, possible overlap of two events, improper choice of the fourth 

prong when more than !ou:r prongs came from the same region, and a scatter 

that could change the meaeurernent of the radius o! curvature. Further, the 
' 

cards were re-examined to see what adjustments were ne:eeasa.ry to bring the 

event into balance. Forty events were discarded for one or more ()f the above 

reasons, but there were 23 that had the appearance of being goo~ events. So. 

that personal prejudice could be avoided. thea~ events were reread by another 

member of the group. The .result of. this final examination was that only S or 

·the events became acceptable. Of the otbe!'F.i, 15 had momentum deviations 
' . 

that were outside the acceptable lit'.nite but still within twice these linJits, i.e.' 

they were probably .true C ll (p, p') l<t events rejected by the acceptance criteria~ 
The fou.r-.prong eventra were accepted on the basis of mon1entum and· 

energy requirements. :For each event the X, Y, and Z components of the total 

momentum were found. Properly. the X and Y components of the total mo

mentum should have been zero and the Z component equal to.the momentum of 

the incident proton t2.70 in the units used). An event was not accepted i£ the .. '. 

deviation from the proper value of any one of the three components of the total 

momentum was greater than the sum, over the prongs of the event, of th.e er

rors in that compo'nent. Furth~1·, those events were rejected .for which the 

total energy differed from 21. 6 Mev 'by more than the sum of the errors in the 

prong energies. (This value is equal to the beun energy l.ess the reaction en

ergy of 7. 4 Mev for the C 12 
-+ 3a. reaction.). The simple sum of the errors was 

used, rather than the correct square root of the sum of the square&, for the 

sake of ea~e in computation. The simple sum lies between one and two.,..tim.es 

the value of the square root of the su111 of the squares, and was considered to 

be a satisfactory criterion !or ·selection. 

For each of the 138 event-s with three visible prongs a fo.urth prong 

was fabricated to give perfect momentum bala11ce. The events were accepted 

' ,, 
i 
l 
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when the following require1-:nents were met: · (a.) the deviation fron1 21. 6 Mev 

of the sum of the energies of the four prongs was Jess than twice the sum of 

the cr:ro:rs in the en-ergies of the three measured p:rongs; (b) the fabricated 

pl'ong was directed into an inviaible region of the chamber; and (c) the invis

ible particle Wel.S chosen so that the event had one proton and three alpha par

'ticles. ·Those three·prong events which met the energy requirenJent, 60 in 

all, we.re then examined under the high-power ste.reoscopic viewer to deter

mine whether the prongs· would or would not have been visible were they at the 

angles computed. Forty-six were accepted as bona fide c 12 (p, p') 3a. events, 

since the fourth prong, as calculated., could not have been seen. 

Because of the greater visibility into the opaq~e region when the film 

was viewed on the stereoscopic :iiiewer, there w~re 14 additional events for 

which the fourth prong was fo11nd where computed. In six of these cases only 

the angles of the fou:rth prong could be read; it was impossible to make a rea

sonable estixr.ate of the mo.mentum. The n•on1ent'um was chosen to give the 

minimum value of the auro o~ the deviations !~;om rnortusntum b~lance. For 

the remaining eight events it was possible to get-all the meadurements on the 
' ' 

fourth prong and therefore these eight events ?!ere then considered as four~ 

prong events. They were all acceptable. Of tfle three-prong events that did 

mot meet the energy requirement, the great ma.{ority had ari energy arou~d 

15 M~v. However, no furthe1· att~mpt waa mad~·t~ identify them. 

The total number of events accepted was 200. One h~ndred and forty .. · 
I . 

eight of them had all fou!it prongs visible; the other 52 had three prongs visible 

.and the fourth calculated to be. in the. inv.isibie region of the chamber. In order 

to check whether the three-prong events that were acc.~pted had the same cbar

acteristics.as the £our-prong events, the average value of total energy of an 

event was deterr.nined !or each group. The avFrage total energy of a four

prong event was 21.9 Mev a.nd that of~ three-prong _event was 21.7 Mev, whicb 
~ . 

ia in very good agreement. However, some differences between t~e two groups 

did show up later in the investigation. There were very few events among the 
- . . . 

three-prong group that had a high-energyalpha particle--only three· out' of s~. 

as compared to 55 out of 148 for the four-prong'eventS. .Also, the proportion 

of three ... prong events decreased for higher excitation en~rgies in c 12• with 

32 ::t: 7 p~rcent in the B. ·o- to i 7. 0 .. Mev group and 2.1 ± 5 percent above that. 

_ Th~ shorter a track, the larger the soli~ angle for which i.t wolJ].d ·be 

hidden ·Qy the beam; ata.d :tbe.se shorter tracks would be produced. in the eventt' 

wbere the proton or one alpha particle took away n-.<.)st of the energy. Also, 
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in an event with a high-e.n1?rgy alpha. particle, the transverse momentum r(l:

qutrcd to balance the event *auld place the abort tracks at large a~gles to the 

bear.c. Beca.uSlie of thee~$ ~opsider~tions, and the fact that the various energy 

distributions did not show any significant differences between three- and four

prong events, all e\-·ents were tr·ea.ted together. 

RESULTS 

1'l1e first pose'ibUity to be checked was that.of a direct four-particle 

breakup of the N 13* compound nucleus. This was done by plotting the energy 

distribution of the alpha. particles in the center-of-mass system. The trans

formation to the center~o£-mass system was carried out with the assumption 

that the incident proton had ail energy of 28.9 Mev. The beam energy was de

termined by measuring the radii of curvature of the tracks of individual protons 

in pictures tha:t contained only a few tracks. 
15 If the reaction goes by way of 

a four .. pa.rticle breakup, then the distribution in energy of the alpha particles 

is given by 

dN/dE = El/Z (EM - E)2, 
.ax 

where EM. is the maxi:mur.iJ energ;v available to a. single alpha particle in the 
:£lax . , · J 

breakup. This curve, nol"malL.:.eq.to the total number of alpha particles, to .. 

gether "vith the e~tperi:menta.l energy distribution. is shown in Fig. 1. As can 

be seen. the agreement is not very good, and it was concluded that the great 

majority of events proceeded by some other mechanism. 

Next, the possibility that Be8
1(c was involved as an intermediate nucleus 

in a:ny of tha reactions was investigated. For those events in which the reaction 

proceeded via :Be8*, two of the three alpha p~rticles w~-<e produced in the hr.eak· 

up of the Be 8*. The vector that connects their end points is Ci\ direct measure 

of the excitation energy (E*) of the Be8"'. Since it is not known which two of 
. 8* 

the three alpha particles wel"e produced in the breakup of the Be , the cal-

cula7ion of E* was done for each of the three pairs of alpha particles belong

ing to each event, according to the expreasion ' 

E* = (E. -' E,)/2 -'-'E.. E: • cos Bi;·· 
l J l 1 J 
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The va.lue'{E. E. · Cog fJ •• is the scale~ product of the two vectors represent~ 
. 1 J ·. ~ 
ing the momenta of the alpha particles. 

U all the events, or an appreciable fraction of them. have proceecled 

via definite levels i.n Be 8 there will be peaks in the .E,* di~tributicn correspo.rld

ing to the levels involved. Because only one in three of the E* valu.el! is sig

.nificant, the peaks ·Niil be superposed on a continuou$ background. The E* 

distribution for all th~ evenh is shown in Fig. 2. There are hvo marked peaks, 

one at. 0. 5 Mev and the .other at 3. 0 l·Jev. Of the 51 valu(~s of E*' leas· tha.n 0. 5 

Mev, 431ie at 0. 1 Mev. The energy available for the breakup of the :aa8 ground 

state into twc alpha pa·rtj.cles is 9'6 kv; therefore the 51 events with one E* 

value less than 0. S Mev a.re interpreted as having proceeded via the g:rcund 

state o£ Be8 
&113 an interrnedia.te nucleuiS. Of these 51 values of E~ less than. 

o. 5 Me .. ·, only one could have arisen frorr1 the .extreme edge of the broad level 

at 2. 9 Mev. Figure 3. is a photograph of an event that ·.vas interpreted in this 

fashion. The two alpha. particles .below the beatn are the two produ~ed in the. 

breakup .. 

itigure 4 gives the distribution in E* for those 51 events with one 

value of E* below 0. 5 Mev which have been interpreted as having proceeded 

.via. the ground sfate of Be8 ~ This group will be ?eferted t(; in the future a,s 
the grou.n.d-statc grou.p. The separation of those values of E* greater tha11 

(). 5 Mev int:o two groupa indi.c3.tt:s that' the gr~und $tate of Be 8 is p1·oduced in 

at least two types of reactions. The group around 2 Mev was produced by re

action3 in ·.,vhich the proton carried off most of the energy and which probably 

i~vol:ved C 12 excited to a few Mev above threshold as an inter-.rnediate nucl e~s. 
']:'hat grou.p centered at 12 Mev was produced by events in which most of the 

energy waa carried r)ff by one of the alpha particles and involved eith.er c 12 

in h.ighly excited states or the low·lying states of B9 . ' 

In Fig. 5 the E* distribution for the other 149 events is 'shown. This 
. ' 

grcup wiU be· referred to in· the future as the th:re~r~Mev group. 'I'he peak in 
'· 

the distribution in the vicinity of 3. 0 Mev is interpreted as i11dicating that the 

great n~ajo.rity of tbes~ evente went via the broad i.'9 -Mev le'V'el in Be8"'. The 

indication o£ a subeidiaty pea:k in the vicinity of 9. 0 Mev i:i sin1ila:r to that seen 

by Elder and Telegdi1 i~ ·their study ofthe c
12 

(y. 3a.) :teaction with 32-M€V 

bre:trlostra.hlung. Their interpretation was that poamibly higher levels of Be 8 

contribute to th€ reaction. The position of the peak, however. do·es not agree 

with the known levels at 7. 5 and 10. 0 Mev. 
16 

Statistical fluctuations could 

account for the presence o! this peak. 
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Further evidence for the possibility of the involvement of higher levels 

in Be8* comes from the fa.d:"that 19 events had all E*'s greater than 4. 5 Mev, 

but the interpretation of these events remains u.nceita.in. -Their E* distribution 

shows a peal(. at about 6. 0 .Mev.· Of these events, 15 are con~istent with the 

·. ~/2 + p- Li5 + :ee8 ~eaction. The peculiar nature of these 19 events n'light 

also l;>e due. to errors in meamU:rementj 16 o~ them had orie or more alpha pa!.-2 

ticles which had large erroi:S because of exceptional difficulty in :m~asure:ment. 

The next step in the analysis wa.m to consider all 200 events as though 

h h , ·d d. · ·l · 1 · c 12* T. h · : c h' c 12 ·<'n" } t ey aa procee e v1a. eve s 1n ·. • e exc1tat1on ene1·gy Oi t e . . · Ji,C 

can be obtained in two ways: (a) by adding the energies of the three alpha pal·

ticles i~ .the rest frame of the carbon nucleus to the Q of the c 12 -~ 3-o.· reaction; 

and (b) by Subtr.a.ct~ng 13/12 Of the proton energy in the center of ll'lll:SS Of the 

whole system from the total energy available in this cettter of mass. These 

two value$ for. the e:xcitat!bh 6£ the C 12 
nucleus $hould agree wit~ir,t. the erro,ra 

f ·· · t h' h , d 'th th h C 12 * th · .. , t · , n 9 or tl'loee even s w tC. procee · e1 · or roug or . rougn sta es tn .._, 

· The difference beh'leen them cannot, there!ore, .serve to diffe1·entiate the two 

types of events. 

For low excitation energies, th.e three i'illpha pa.:::ticles stop in the gas, 

and the errors in measuring their energies are generally small compared with 

the error in the deterrninatiori o! the proton energy. On the other hand, !or 

high excitation ene:r~ies, the error in the protor~ energy is small compared 

with the error in the sum of the alpha-pa:rtide energiea. Therefore, three 

plots were m~de: (a) E (pl, calculated from the proton energy; (b) E (o.}, 
c . . . 12* c . 

calculated from the sum of the alpha-particle energies in the C rest fra.n!e; 

. 'and lc) Eei a weighted average of (a) anq (b). The va.lueti of. Ec (e.} and Ec (p) 

were weighted inversely a.s the errors in the labo·ra.tory energy, 

( E (c.. ) . E (p) J = t :._.c • c · 
~c "" \ !:b.E .,. AE 

. 4 p I 

A straight average 'Nae definitely not correct, a.ud the method used had the 

advantage of being easy to calculate. The errors,. in the lab energies are not 

the sam~ ae the errors in the center~of-maes energies, but it seemed reason-
! ' 

able to assume 'that the relative magnitude o£ the alpha-particle and proton 

errors was not dl"a.stically changed by the transformation. The E distribution, c 
sho~'tl in Fig. 6, wa.a plotted separately f0r the groU.nd-state group a.nd the 
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three-Mev group. The events were divided into three :r:::.ain groups aSI shoWn, 

which were then bwestiga.ted separa~ely. 

Group A:- 8. o. ~ 'f:c < 13.0 Mev (;42 Eve~ts) ~'. 
· Because all events withE < 11 .. 0 M(;v involved the g· round state of . • . c 

Be 8 ,' a further division at 11. 0 Mev was made. The distributions in Ec (~). 
and E* are shown in Fig. 7. The ·short arrows show the· !dneme..tic limits o! 

E* and the long·arrows show the.positions of the peaks to be e.xpected~ The 

1 imits and. the locations of the peaks were calculated for events that went via 

appropriat;~ levels in C 12* and B~8.. The interpretation of these distri'butions 

is as folJo~e: Group A 1 -~the events proceeded via the 9.6 .. Mev le\relin c 12 
. 8 . ·. . 

and the .Re g!"ound state in a two--step _process; O:roup A2 --the events went 

via the levels in c12* in t.he region from 10.8 to 12.8 Mev t-o either 'the ground . 

or first excited levels i"Q Be8~ also in,a two-step process, with 43 ;:~:; 17 percent 

hadng gone via the ground stat~. 

Qroup,B: 13.0 ~.:ic <l?· .. o Mev(43 Eventa} 

The values of Ec and E* for this group are given in l:"ig. 8, sepa'J:'ately 

for the ground-staie and the three .. Mev groups. The Ec distribution is f~irly· 

smooth, but one might say that the peak at 16 Mev is due to the 16.·1-Mev level 

in c 12
, which is know~ t6 ~unit alpha particles. 16 The small ( 7. 5 * 4. 5 percent) 

·involvement of the Be8 ground state tn Group B is consistent with the c
12 

(y, 3a,) 
. 8 . . 11' 8»!t . 'Z . . 

results a1:1d aleo the B (Pt o.) Be ·data.. ':('he rest of the events appear to 
8* have gone via the 2. 9- Mev level tn Be • 

The assignmeri,t of th.e events in Groups A and B as proceeding via 

levels in C 12* is fairly certain. ln. Group A, all the alpha-particle energies 

in the center .. of .. mass sy'S;tem lie "vi:thin the kinematic limite. · For Group B, . . 

four events (out of 43) have alpha particles with energjee that He above the 

kinematic limite; howevet'• the errors i_n the energies overl;ia.p the limit suf

ficiently to account for these. Were these higher-energy alpha particles pro

duced directly ~n (p. o) reactions, they would correspond to :S 9 prOd\lced in ... 

excited levels around~- to ll Mev. It is impossible to say that these !our events. 

are not produced in tbia fashion. 

The events in these two g1'oups were also examined to determine 

whether they could have b~en produced by the c
12 .+ p- Li5 + Be8 reaction. 

Only three events (out of85) could be so interpreted; one of these fits the Li5 

reaction better than the C 12 . Further, all events in the Groups A and. B had 

" 

. ~ .. 1"'1 
'· .. 
< 

t 

l 
. ~ 

l 
'] 
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one E* < 4. 5 Mev, so that they are consistent with transitions either through 

the ground state or the first excited level of Be 8 • 

Group C: i 7.. 0 < Ec; ( 115 Ji!vents) 

The ·situation with respect to Group C is more C<anplex. In addition 

to the c 12 
evehts. the lew-lying levels of s9 can give Ec values in this group 

as will the c 12 + p- LiS'+ Be8 reaction. Figure 9 shows the distribution o1. 

proton energies and the~ distribution for all events in Group C plotted so 
that corresponding energies lie at the same abscissa. Three subgroups, as 

-shown, were chosen. The crosshatched regions show the distribution for the 

ground-state group. Both distributions show evidence of level struct:ure at 

c12* with levels at 20 and 25 Mev. 

Strauch and Titus17 r'pq~t a level at 20 :!: 1 Mev produced by inelas .. 

tiCally · .,;cattered protons :of-96 ltiev b<»i..barding energy. Hecht18 reports a 

level in the vicinity of 19.5 Mev, seen in inelastic scattering of 3.2 .. Mevpro

tons. It seems' possible that the level at: ZO Mev found in this work is the same 

level reported by these workers. 

A resonance at l Mev in the s 10 (d, a.) Be8 reaction has been reported 

by Whltehead. 19 This corresponds to a level in c
12 

at an energy o1 ~6. 3 Me'./ .. 

Transitions to both the ground state fAJld the first excited level in Be 8 were 

seen, the ground-state transitions occurring in about ZS percent of the cases. 

If all the events in Group C-:- are assumed to belong to the resonancep it fol-. ~ . 

lows. that Z 7 ~ 10 percent went via the ground state. The level at 2 5 ± 1 Mev 

seen in this work may possibly be identified with the level reported by White

head, or it could be the level seen by Goward and Wilkins8 at an energy of 

·l5. 6 Mev, which decays by G.;.en•ission. 

The energy resolution and statistics of this experiment are insufficien~ 
i 

to separate Group c 2 into any definite levels. . 

To determine the modes of decay o£ these levels in c 12
, distributions 

in E* were made for ~aciLsubgroup separately. The statistics were poor, 

however. Therefore the total E* di$tribution for all the events in Group C 

v.tas plotted. It is given in :Fig. 10. The long arrows show the positions of 
\ j .. ,;,. 

the expected peaks and the short arrows the limits of the continuum. These. 

~·~ ··<"-~'<'·" .~. l9cations were calculated on the a.s~umption that the events were due, to C 
12 

levels and went via either the z. 9 -Mev level o~ tPe ground state ot Be8 . Th~ 
·experimental results agree very nicely for the ground-state group. ln the 

three.;. Mev group, however, the agreement is not so good. The peak at 3. 0 

' i 
t 
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Mev does not account fqr enough of the events. It would seem surprisi~g if 

none of the events went yia the 2.9·Mev level, in·view o£ the fact that the ground 

state participa~ed. From the height of the distribution at 3. 6 Mev .it is estimated 

that between one-thil'd and one-half of the events in the thre~·Mev g~()up pro

ceeded via the Z.9-Mev level. The peak in the vicinity of 8.0 Mev iS~tompatible 

with statistical fluctuations, but it might become more definite with more data. 

1i. it is considered to be real then it can be interpreted as indicating that hig1ter 

levels in Be8*, possibly the 7. !) ... and 10.0-Mev levels, participated in the .. 

reaction from these high levels in c 12 . All 19 of the event$ with aU E* values 

greater than 4. 5 Mev are included in thi.s distribution. The possibility of three

particle breakup is not excluded, and this mechanism could account for as much 

. aa one-third of the eve~ts in the three-Mc:w groupo£ Otoup,.C. 

The a.bove analysis of Qroup C has been <::arried out on the assumption _ 

that c 12 levels participated in all the events. It is known14 that the c 12 (p,. e) s9 

reaction occurs at 18 Mev bonbarding energy, and it is highly unlikely that it: 

does n.ot occur with 29-Mev pr()tons; therefore the assumpti-on that all events 

proceeded via levela in C ll ia probably not justified. The conclusions about 

~he proportion of events that proceeded via levels in Be8 made fror.r1 the E* 

distribution, however, are not changed. The shape of th.e E* distribution is 

chiefly detern,ined by the Be8 h:vels involved. and is only slightly dependent 

u.pon the nucleus from \ivhicb the Be 8 was formed. 

ln order to analyze the data for evidence of the c 12 (p, o.) s9 reaction, 

a plot was made of th.e energy distribution of the most energetic alpha particle 

from each ev;ent in Group C. Figure ll prese:rlts the results. The_ distribution 

shows evidence £or groups at l3 and 10 Mev, which correspond to the ground 

state, and a level at 4 Mev. There is no evidence fer the kno·nn J.evel at 2. 4 
' ' ' 

Mev (which would appear at an alpha·particle energy of i'l. 5 Mev):;· however, 

the statistics are not good and the energy resolution is about ::c 1. 5 Mev. · 

As a further examination of the levels of. the n9 reaction, a trans

formation to the B9 rest frame was carri~d out for all the events in Group C. 

The transformation was ·effected by adding 4/9 ·of the velocity components of 

the most energetic alpha particle to the velocity components of the other three 

particles. Then the energies of the proton and the two alpha particles in the 

a9 rest frame were determined-. The sum of these energies was plotted against 

the energy o£ the most energetic aipha particle. Only those events which fell 

within 1. 5 Mev in E of the expected line were considered. On the basis of 
Q . . . 12 9 

ealculationst all the events, whether they proceede4 via ~ or- B', should . 
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lie i.n this region o£ acceptance. The grouping in evidence in Fig. 12, however, 

would come about only if sorr.:e of the events proceeded via a9 levels. The 

combination of the peaks in the ene,;gy spectrum of the t'nost energetic alpha 

particles, together with the grouping. in Fig. 12, gives good evidence £or the 

participation of B 9 levels in the reaction. The position of the second group 

in Fig. 12 is at 3. 5 :t:: l. 0 Mev. ThiS corresponds to an ·excitation energy of 

3. 2 ± L 0 }viev !or the B9 , which is in better agreement with the value of 2. 4 

Mev fox the known level. 
Q 

The question still remains as to the decay roechanism of the B'. The 

fi~e events in the B9 g~ound ... state group have one value of E* less than 0. 5 

lvlev. However, there is anly 0. 28 Mev available for the breakup of the ground 

state of a9 into two alpha particles and a proton, so that even if the breakup 

went directly to a protem and two alpha particles there would be one value of 

E* less than~O. S Mew. Thus. the !act that these five events have such a value 

of E• is not necessarily an indication that Be8 in the gr~und state was involved. 

Of the twelve evetlt's in the second group in Fig. U, si~ have Olc).e value of E* 

lees than 0. 5 Me;;-. There is about 3. 5 Mev available for the breakup from 
l 

this level. and tJH~.·.P~.ttsenc~ of one value of'E* lea~ tha.l'l 0. 5 Mev for an event 

is good eVidence .fuat··~e Be8 ground state wa-s involved in the reaction. The 

'·, , .... ,. t;tther six events in thill g;~oup are consistent with decay tQ.ro~gh the 2.9-Mev· 

lev~l of Be 8 • 

· The last point to be examined _is tlib pos~ibility of the p +- c 12 
- Be'

8 + 
' 8 

reaction. This is a two·body reaction, and th.erefor_e the energy of the B.e 

in the center of mas.s will ha.v~ one of several unique values, depending on the 

111tates in which the Be8 and Li5 are formed~ Only the ground state and the 

2. 5-Mev leve1 16 of 1 ... 15 are accessible with the energy available. '!he. er•ergy 

of the B~ 8 in the center of maes is given by 
·' 

EB ::x E i + E . - E*ij e a C.J 

(that is, the energy is the sum of the kinetic energies in the·center-o£-mass 

system o£ the two alpha particles produced in the Be 8 decay minus the Be 
8 

excitation energy). A more convenient value to calculate is the relative energy 
'8 

of the Be , l'Be· It is given by 
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Tlie value 19.2 Mev ts the kin.etic energy available to the Li
5 

and Be8 :w-hen 

they aro both fo1•med in their ground states. For the ground state o.! Li5 the 

'Be values lie b~tween 0.87 and 0.92, and to-,: the 2.5-Mev J .. i
5

l.ev.el, between· 

0. 72 and 0. 78. The proper choice of the two alpha particles produced in. the 
8 . . 

Be decay. £ot- each event has been .facilitated by the E* determination. The 

calculation of EBe was carried out for aJl events. .:ror those events in the 

ground!"'etate group the pair of alphas which produced the low value of E* were 

chosan. For the other events, each pair that produced an E* between 1. 5 and 

4. 5 Mev, or, if nona, then that pair ... vhich gave the lowest E* value, was chos~n. 

Only three events (out of 85) in (iroup;a A and B could have proceeded in this 

fa-shion. For Croup C there ate 49 that are consistent with the Li5 ppssibility. 

The e Be distribution from the events of Group C is givep. in Fig. 13. When 

there were two ¢Be values £or an event, ~h.e choice wae n1a.,de in a predetern:lin~d 

random fashion. Also shown in the figu~·e (dotted lin~) is the. «l Be distribution 

ts be exp€Ctecl from the events of Group c if they go via c 12 in the proportions 

determined abov®, normalized to the same number of events. The agreen1ent 
. ' . 

between the two curves is excelleht. The experin:1ental peak at 0. 65 Mfv is 

· below the peak at 0. 75 expected for the Li5
!1t reaction; and the1·t.7 is no ev.id~nce 

for a peak around 0. 90 that would be produced in the LiS g:rounq~state. reaction. 

Therefore. there seems to be no evidence for any large contribution to the 

events from this reaction, with at most five percent of the evEnts having been 

produced in this fashion. 

SUMMAR•'l 

lt was confirmed that both the ground state and the Z. 9 -Mev level of 

Ih.~8 were involved aa intermediate nuclei in the reaction. Th<: poasibUity of 

the paTticipation of higher levels wa..s not excluded. About one-fourth of all 

events proceeded via the Be8 gr<>u.nd state and a .minimum of one·half by way 

of the 2. 9 -Mev level. 

Definite evidence for the participation of levels in c12 was seen. 

Levels were identified at 9. 6. 16, 20, and 25 Mev. The 9. 6-Mev level y.rent 

only to the Be8 ground, state. Those levels in the vicinity of 12 Mev decayed 

· to either the ground state or the 2. 9 .. Mev level of Be8 with equal probability. 

For the levels between 13 and 16 Mev, less than five percent of the events 

went to the Be 8 ground state and the rest wer~ consistent with transitions 
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th:rnugh the 2.9-Mev level. The decay n·.echanisn:. of the 20 .. ancl 25-Mev levels 

is uncertain because any given event could equally well be jnterpr·eted as having 

proceedced in any of several ways. 'However, if we assume that these events 

did go via these two leveJs in C 12 , then 16 :t: 9 percent ~nd 27 :r. 10 percent 

resp~ctively for the ZO and 25-Mev l~vel decayed into the Be
8 

ground state. 

lt was estimated that between one·half and one-third .o£ the remaining evepts 

· ,. ' -" h 1 1 . c12 d d . 'th ., n M ·1 1 ' . a 8* Th ass1gneu tot ese eve a tn . proc.ee e v1a e ,.,,7- .. !ev eve ln pe • ·· e 

t¢:!'H~chanisrr" of the remaining I!Vetlti was undecided, with a good possibility 
. . 8 . ' . . 

that the 7. 6-Mev level m Be was tnvolved in some of them . 

. For the one event identified as c13 
(p. d) 3o., the analysis is censistent 

with the following reaction scheme: 

13 ... 12* . . 
C (p. d) C ( exctted to the 9. 6- Mev level) 

c 12*- Be8 .t-· t.t (ground state) 
,~.,.,8-- ? ... 
D- ·-~ 

' 
The investigation. of the possibility of the ·n9 reaction showed that 

the ground state and the first excited state of B 9 .wer€ produced and decaye~cl 
into h'll'¢ alpha. particles and one proton. The mechanism of the decay of these 

levels was undecided though all the events were consistent with the pa~ticipation 

of either the ground. or Z.9-Mev leve~s o£ Be8 . . ;, 

ln. the C lZ · t. p _.,. Li 5 + Be 3 reaction it \Vas found that although 52. of 

the events. 49 of which wer~ in Group c. W(H'e c-onsistent with this reaction, 

the dist3;ibu~io~,in relative ent~:rgies of the Be 8 nuclei was fitted quite well by 

the distribution ib be expected from the event.a when they were considered. as 
•'·' <· .. ~· '''" ·v-.· ,;.· .. :,.. • .• , 12 . • • 

havmg proceeded vta levels :m C • It was estimated that thta reac:tton could 

account for uo more than five percent of the events. 

The mechanism C 12 (p, p') C 12* with the subsequent decay of the 

excited C 
12 

into three alpha particles has been confirmed as the p:rincipf-1 
p 

mode of the ·rea.ction C •· (p~ p 1 ) 3o.. Emission of an alpha particle fro:m the 

c 12 
excited levels to either the ground o-r 2. 9-Mev levels in Be8 is fa:vored 

over direct tripartition into three alpha particle~. The rea..ction may also go 

via the mode .c12 (p, )B9 Mth at least the ground and first excited states of 

B9 par-ticipating. Here. also. Be8 is formed as an intermediate nucleus.· 

For the excited levels of c 12 th€!· modes of decay are ·in agreement 

with the -aata. £rom photodh~integrati~n e>..-periments. 
7

' ~· 9 The .fact th~t no 
. i . 1., 

events were seen corresponding to the 7. 6-Mev level in C r.. cau be explained 
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by the results of the inelastic scattering of 32 ~Mev protons by carbon, 
18 

in . ~. 

•.uhich the number of prctnns cbrrcsponding to the 7. 6 -Mev level wa.s very much 

smallet· than the number from the 9. 6-Me~ level. This res\lll.t was also seen -:. 

ot n ?. ',\ • b b d' 1 7 ""' 7v NlE::V om ar lng en~rgy . 
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Fig. 1 Total center-of•ns.ass enerf;Sy distribution for alpha particle.s. 'l'he · 

indicated errors are the statistical standard deviations. 
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Fig. 11 

Total distribution in E.;:. 

An event in. which th~ grou.nd state <;>f Be 8 was involved. The t·&-o 

alpl;la particle$ hei~w the bearn were produced by the decay of the Be 
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intermediate nucleus. 1: .. 
Di~tribution ln E* for-those events with one E* value< 0. 5 Mev. 

·Distribution 'in ·E* for those e·vents with n.o E* value < 0. 5 Mev. 
-Distribution in E for all events. c ' 

The distributions in Ec (e) a.n<l E* for Groups A 1 and A2 . 

The dhti"ibutions in Ec a.nd ~· for Qroup B. 

The distributions in proton erlergy (E'p) and Ec for Group C. 

The diat:dbt+tions in E~ for Group G. 

The distribution in .energy o£ the most. energetic alpha particle of each 

event in Group C. 
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Fig. 12 Selected e'irents plotted with,the energy o£ .the most energetic al,t>ha J 
particle of each event as abscissa and the sum of the .kinetic energie$ 

. . . . . q ;, . \!. 
Cf the p.roton and the ether two ,alpha particles in the B, rest ·frarrH~ ·~ · 

"s ordinate. · 

Fig. 13 The distribution in E Be for Group C. 
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